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Introduction 

In 1985, Papageorgiou [7] introduced fuzzy multifunction, a function from an ordinary 

topological space  to a fuzzy topological space  which carries an ordinary point of  to a 

fuzzy set in  and from then a group of researchers are engaged themselves for studying 

different types of fuzzy multifunctions. Papageorgiou defined upper and lower inverses of a 

fuzzy multifunction. Afterwards, it was noticed in [6] that the definition of lower inverse of 

Papageorgiou was not natural and so this notion was redefined in [6] via q-coincidence and q-

neighbourhoods of Pu and Liu [8] and ultimately some expected results were achieved in [6] by 

use of the new definition. With the definition of upper inverse as given in [7] and the definition 

of lower inverse as defined in [6], we introduce fuzzy upper (lower) δ-precontinuous 

multifunctions in [2] and in this paper we give some characterizations of this fuzzy multifunction 

specially via fuzzy nets. 

Throughout this paper,  or simply  will stand for an ordinary topological space, while by 

 or simply by  will always be denoted by a fuzzy topological space (fts, for short) in the 

sense of Chang [3]. The support of a fuzzy set  in  will be denoted as  [11] and  is 

defined by . A fuzzy point [8] with the singleton support  

and the value  (0 < ≤ 1) at  will be denoted by .  and  of a set  in   (respectively, 

a fuzzy set [11] in   ) respectively stand for the closure and interior of  in  (respectively, in 

).  and  are the constant fuzzy sets taking respectively the constant values 0 and  1 on .  

The complement of a fuzzy set  in  will be denoted by  [11], defined by 

, for each . For two fuzzy sets  and  in , we write  iff , for 

each , while we write  to mean  is quasi-coincident (q-coincident, for short) with  

[8] if there is some  such that ; the negation of  is written as . A 

(fuzzy) set  in   (resp. in ) is called (fuzzy) regular open if ( [1]). A fuzzy set  in 

 is called a fuzzy neighbourhood (fuzzy nbd, for short) of a fuzzy set  [8] if there exists a 

fuzzy open set  in  such that . A fuzzy set  is called a quasi neighbourhood (q-

nbd, for short) of a fuzzy set  in an fts  if there is a fuzzy open set  in   such that  

[8]. If, in addition,  is fuzzy open (regular open) then  is called a fuzzy open (regular open) q-

nbd of . In particular, a fuzzy set  in  is a fuzzy open (resp. regular open) q-nbd of a fuzzy 

point  in  if , for some fuzzy open (resp. regular open) set  in . The δ-interior 

[10] of a subset  of  is the union of all regular open sets of  contained in  and is denoted by 
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. A subset  of  is called δ-open [10] if , i.e., a set is δ-open if it is the 

union of regular open sets. The complement of a δ-open set is called δ-closed. A set  of  is 

δ-closed [10] iff  where . A fuzzy 

point  is said to be a fuzzy δ-cluster point [4] of a fuzzy set  in an fts  if every fuzzy regular 

open q-nbd  of  is q-coincident with . The union of all fuzzy δ-cluster points of  is called 

the fuzzy δ-closure of  and is denoted by  [4]. A subset  is said to be δ-preopen [9] in  

if . The family of all δ-preopen sets in  is  denoted by δ-PO(X) [9]. The δ-

preinterior of a subset  [9] of  is defined to be the union of all δ-preopen sets contained in   

and is denoted by . The complement of a δ-preopen set is called δ-preclosed [9]. The 

intersection of all δ-preclosed sets containing  in  is called δ-preclosure of  [9] and is 

denoted by . A set A is δ-preopen (δ-preclosed) iff  (resp. 

) [9].  

 

1. SOME WELL KNOWN DEFINITIONS AND THEOREMS 

 

In this section we recall some definitions and theorems for ready references. 

 

DEFINITION 1.1. [7]  Let ),( X   be an ordinary topological space and ),( 1Y  be an fts. We 

say that YXF :  is a fuzzy multifunction if corresponding to each Xx , )(xF  is a unique 

fuzzy set in Y . 

 Henceforth by YXF :  we shall mean a fuzzy multifunction in the above sense. 

 

DEFINITION 1.2. [7,6] For a fuzzy multifunction YXF : , the upper inverse F  and 

lower inverse F  are defined as follows :  

For any fuzzy set A  in Y , })(:{)( AxFXxAF  , })(:{)( qAxFXxAF  . 

 

 The relation between the upper and lower inverses of a fuzzy multifunction is an follows 

: 
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THEOREM 1.3. [6] For a fuzzy multifunction YXF : , we have )(\)\1( AFXAF Y

  , 

for any fuzzy set A  in Y . 

 

DEFINITION 1.4. [6] A fuzzy multifunction YXF :  is said to be  

(a) fuzzy upper semi-continuous at a point Xx , if for each fuzzy open set V  in Y  with VxF )(

, there exists an open set U  in X  containing x  such that VUF )( , 

(b)  fuzzy lower semi-continuous at a point Xx , if for each fuzzy open set V  in Y  with qVxF )(

, there exists an open set U  in X  containing x  such that qVuF )( , for all Uu , 

(c)  Fuzzy upper (lower) semi-continuous if F  has this property at each point Xx . 

 

DEFINITION 1.5. [2] A fuzzy multifunction YXF :  is said to be  

(a) fuzzy upper δ-precontinuous at a point Xx , if for each fuzzy open set V  in Y  with VxF )(

, there exists )(XPOU   containing x  such that VUF )( , 

(b)  fuzzy lower δ-precontinuous at a point Xx , if for each fuzzy open set V  in Y  with qVxF )( , 

there exists )(XPOU   containing x  such that qVuF )( , for all Uu , 

(c)  Fuzzy upper (lower) δ-precontinuous if F  has this property at each point Xx . 

 

THEOREM 1.6. [2] A fuzzy multifunction YXF :  is fuzzy upper δ-precontinuous iff 

)()( XPOVF   , for any fuzzy open set V  in Y . 

 

THEOREM 1.7. [2] A fuzzy multifunction YXF :  is fuzzy lower δ-precontinuous iff 

)()( XPOVF   , for any fuzzy open set V  in Y . 

 

REMARK 1.8. It is clear from Definitions 1.4 and 1.5, that fuzzy upper (lower) semi-continuous 

multifunctions are fuzzy upper (lower) δ-precontinuous multifunctions. But the converse may 

not be true as seen from the following example. 

 

EXAMPLE 1.9. Let },,{ cbaX  , }},{},{,,{ cabX  , ]1,0[Y , },1,0{ BYYY   where 

5.0)( yB , for all Yy . Then ),( X  and ),( YY   are topological space and an fts respectively. 
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Clearly, },{},{ cab  are δ-open as well as δ-closed in X . Let YXF :  be defined by 

CcFBbFAaF  )(,)(,)(  where 61.0)(,45.0)(  yCyA , for all Yy . 

)()int}),({int}(,{})(:{)( XPOXXbaclbaBxFXxBF   , 

XFF YY   )1(,)0(   and so by Theorem 1.6, F  is fuzzy upper δ-precontinuous 

multifunction. But Xa , YBAaF )( . Then Xca },,{  are the only open sets in X  

containing a . BcaF }),({  as BCcF )( . Then also BXF )( . Therefore, F  is not fuzzy 

semi-continuous at a .Again, }{})(:{)( cqBxFXxBF 
})({int( ccl ca,int{ } =

)(}),{ XPOca  . Then by Theorem 1.7, F  is fuzzy lower δ-precontinuous. But Xc , 

YCqBcF )( . The only open sets containing  are  and . Now BqcaF }),({ , for all 

},{ cax  as ,)( BqAaF  },{ caa . Hence F  is not fuzzy lower semi-continuous at c . 

 

                Now we recall the δ-preregularity of a topological space from [9] under which fuzzy 

upper (lower) δ-precontinuity implies fuzzy upper (lower) semi- continuity. 

 

DEFINITION 1.10. A topological space  is said to be δ-preregular if for each δ-preclosed 

set  in  and each point  with , there exists an open set  and a δ-preopen set  in 

 such that  and . 

 

THEOREM 1.11. [9]  A topological space  is δ-preregular iff for each point  and 

each  containing , there exists  such that . 

 

THEOREM 1.12. Let be a  δ-preregular space and  be fuzzy upper δ-

precontinuous multifunction. Then  is also fuzzy upper semi-continuous. 

 

PROOF. Let  and  be any fuzzy open set in  with . As  is fuzzy upper δ-

precontinuous, there exists  containing  such that . By Theorem 

1.11, there exists an open set  in  such that . Then 

. Hence  is fuzzy upper semi-continuous. 

 

c },{ ca X
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THEOREM 1.13. Let  be a  δ-preregular space and  be fuzzy lower δ-

precontinuous multifunction. Then  is also fuzzy lower semi-continuous. 

 

PROOF. Let  and  be any fuzzy open set in  with . As  is fuzzy lower δ-

precontinuous, there exists  containing  such that . By Theorem 

1.11, there exists an open set  in  such that . Then 

. Hence  is fuzzy lower semi-continuous. 

 

 

2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF FUZZY UPPER (LOWER) δ-PRECONTINUOUS 

MULTIFUNCTIONS VIA A NET (FUZZY NET) IN X  (IN Y ). 

 

In this section a new type of convergence of a net in an ordinary topological space has been 

introduced and we characterize fuzzy upper (lower) δ-precontinuous multifunctions via this 

newly defined convergence of a net. Also we define fuzzy inferior limit points of a fuzzy net and 

also a new type of convergence of a fuzzy net has been introduced and characterize fuzzy lower 

δ-precontinuous multifunctions via these new concepts. 

 

DEFINITION 2.1. A net )},(:{  DnSn  in a topological space X  with the directed set ),( D  

as the domain, is said to p -converge to a point Xx  if for each δ-preopen set XU   

containing x , there exists Dm  such that USn  , for all mn   ( Dn ). 

 

THEOREM 2.2. For a fuzzy multifunction YXF : , the following statements are equivalent 

: 

(a) F  is fuzzy lower δ-precontinuous. 

(b) For each fuzzy open set V  in Y , )(int)( VFpVF    . 

(c) For each fuzzy closed set V  in Y , )()( VFVpclF   . 
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(d) For each point Xx , if )},(:{  DnSn  is a net in X , 
p -converge to x , then for each 

fuzzy open set  V  in Y  with qVxF )( , there exists Dm  such that qVSF n )( , for all mn   (

Dn ). 

 

PROOF. (a)  (b) : Follows from Theorem 1.7. 

 

(b)  (c) : Let G  be a fuzzy closed set in Y . Then GY \1  is fuzzy open in Y . By (b), 

)\1(int)\1( GFpGF YY

     )(\ GFX )(\ GpclFX   )(GpclF  )(GF  . 

 

(c)  (b) : Retracing the above steps, we get the result. 

 

(b)  (d) : Let )},(:{  DnSn  be a net in X , p -converge to Xx  and  V  be a fuzzy open 

set in Y  with qVxF )( . Then )(VFx  . By (b), there exists )(XPOU   containing x  

such that )(VFU  . Since the net p -converge to x , and )(XPOU   containing x , by 

Definition 2.1, there exists Dm  such that USn  , for all mn   ( Dn )  )(VFSn

 , for 

all mn   qVSF n )( , for all mn  . 

 

(d) (a) : If F  is not fuzzy lower δ-precontinuous at some point Xx . Then there exists a 

fuzzy open set  V  in Y  with qVxF )(  such that for each δ-preopen set U  in X  containing x  

such that VqxF U )( , for some UxU  . Let ),( D  be the directed set consisting of all pairs 

),( UxU  with ),( UxU )( ,WxW  iff WU   ( WU,  being any δ-preopen sets in X  containing x  

and UqxF U )( , WqxF W )( ) and consider the net UU xUxS ),(  in X . Then evidently, the net 

)},(:{  DnSn  is p -convergent to x , but VqSF n )( , for each Dn , contradicting (d). 

 

THEOREM 2.3. For a fuzzy multifunction YXF : , the following statements are equivalent 

: 

(a) F  is fuzzy upper δ-precontinuous. 
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(b) For each fuzzy open set  V  of Y , )(int)( VFpVF    . 

(c) For each fuzzy closed set  V  of Y , )()( VFVpclF   . 

(d) For each point Xx , if )},(:{  DnSn  is a net in X  which is p -convergent to x , then 

for each fuzzy open set  V  in Y  with )(VFx  , the net is eventually in )(VF  . 

 

PROOF. (a)  (b) : Follows from Theorem 1.6. 

 

(b)  (c) : Let G  be a fuzzy closed set in Y . Then GY \1  is fuzzy open in Y . By (b), 

)\1(int)\1( GFpGF YY

     )(\ GFX )(\ GpclFX   )GpclF  )(GF  . 

 

(c)  (b) : Retracing the above steps, we get the result. 

 

(b)  (d) : Let )},(:{  Dnxn  be a net in X , p -converge to x  and  V  be a fuzzy open set in 

Y  with )(VFx  . By (b), there exists )(XPOU   containing x  such that )(VFU  . 

Since the net p -converge to x , and )(XPOU   containing x , by Definition 2.1, there 

exists Dm  such that Uxn  , for all mn   ( Dn )  )(VFxn

 , for all mn  . Hence the 

net is eventually in )(VF 
. 

 

(d) (a) : If F  is not fuzzy upper δ-precontinuous at some point Xx . Then there exists a 

fuzzy open set  V  in Y  with VxF )(  such that for each δ-preopen set U  in X  containing x  

such that VxF U )( , for some UxU  . Let ),( D  be the directed set consisting of all pairs 

),( UxU  with ),( UxU )( ,VxV  iff VU   ( VU,  being any δ-preopen sets in X  containing x ) 

and consider the net UU xUxS ),(  in X . Then evidently, the net )},(:{  DnSn  is p -

convergent to x , but VSF n )( , i.e., )(VFSn

 for each Dn , contradicting (d). 

 

DEFINITION 2.4. Let ),( 1Y  be an fts and )},(:{  DnSn  be a fuzzy net in Y . A fuzzy point 

y  in Y is said to be a fuzzy inferior limit point of the net if for each fuzzy open q-nbd V  of y , 
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there exists Dm  such that qVSn , for all mn   ( Dn ). The union of all fuzzy inferior limit 

points of the net will be denoted by nLiSf  inf . 

 

THEOREM 2.5. A fuzzy multifunction YXF :  is fuzzy lower δ-precontinuous at a point 

Xx  iff for any net )},(:{  DnSn  in X , which 
p -converges to x , the net of fuzzy sets 

)},(:)({  DnSF n  satisfies the relation )(inf)( nSLiFfxclF  . 

 

PROOF. Let F  be fuzzy lower δ-precontinuous at Xx  and )},(:{  DnSn  be a net in X , 

which 
p -converge to x . If )(xclFy  , then for all fuzzy open q-nbd V  of y , 

)()( VFxxVqF  . Since F  is fuzzy lower δ-precontinuous, by Theorem 2.2 (a)  (b), 

)(int)( VFpVF    )(VFUx  , for some )(XPOU   containing x . Then 

there exists Dm  such that )(VFUSn

 , for all mn   ( Dn ), i.e., VqSF n )( , for all 

mn  . Consequently, )(inf nSLiFfy  . 

      Conversely, let F  be not fuzzy lower δ-precontinuous at x . Then by Theorem 2.2 (a)  (d), 

there exists a net )},(:{  DnSn  in X , which p -converges to x  and there exists a fuzzy open 

set V  in Y  with qVxF )( , such that for any Dn , we have VqSF m )( , for some nm   (

Dm ). Now there exists ))((sup VxFpy   such that qVy  where ))](([ yxF . Thus 

)(inf nSLiFfy  . But )(xFy   and hence )(xclFy  . Thus 

)(inf)( nSLiFfxclF  . 

 

DEFINITION 2.6. Let ),( 1Y  be an fts and y  be a fuzzy point in Y . Then a fuzzy net 

)},(:{  DnSn  is said to converge to y , written as ySn  , if for any fuzzy open q-nbd U  

of y , there exists Dm  such that qUSn , for all mn   ( Dn ). 

 

THEOREM 2.7. A fuzzy multifunction YXF :  is fuzzy lower δ-precontinuous at a point 

Xx  iff for every fuzzy point )(xFyt   and for every net }:{ Dx   in X , p -converging 
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to x , there exists a subnet }:{ Ez   of }:{ Dx   and there exists a fuzzy point 

)( 

 zFA  , corresponding to each E  such that the fuzzy net }:{ EA   is fuzzy 

convergent to ty . 

 

PROOF. Let F  be fuzzy lower δ-precontinuous at Xx  and }:{ Dx   be a net in X
p -

converging to x . Also, let ty  be a fuzzy point such that )(xFyt  . For each fuzzy open q-nbd 

V  of ty , by fuzzy lower δ-precontinuity of F , there exists )(XPOUV   containing x  such 

that qVxF )( , for all VUx . Since }:{ Dx   is 
p -convergent to x , there exists DV   

such that V   and VUxD   qVxF )(  . Let }:{ VV DD    and put 





V

V VDE }]{[  where   denotes the system of all fuzzy open q-nbds of ty . Clearly E  is a 

directed set under ""  given by ),( V ),( V  iff    in D  and VV  . For any   (=(

V, )) E , set  xz  . Then }:{ Ez   is a subnet of the net }:{ Dx  . Infact, for any 

D , consider any EVV ),(  and find D  such that V , . Then EV  ),(  such 

that whenever EW  ),(  (where W ) with ),(),( VW    , one has   . For any   

(=( V, )) E , we have qVxF )(   so that qVzF )(  . Choose a fuzzy point )( 

 zFA   such that 

qVA . Let W  be arbitrary. Now EWW  )),((   be such that qWzF )(  . If 

EV  )),((   with ),(),( WV W  , then W   and WV  . Also qWAWVqA   . 

Thus }:{ EA 
 is fuzzy convergent to ty . 

       Conversely, let  be not fuzzy lower δ-precontinuous at . Then there exists a fuzzy open set 

 in  such that , and for every )(XPOU   containing x , there exists  for 

which . Then  where  is the system of all δ-preopen sets in  containing  

(directed by inclusion relation) is a net in , which -converges to . Let  be such 

that  (such  exists as ). By hypothesis, there is a subnet  of the 

net  and corresponding to each , there exists a fuzzy point  

such that the fuzzy net  is fuzzy convergent to . Since  is a fuzzy open q-nbd 

of , there exists  such that , for all  ( ) … (1). Now, since 
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 is a subnet of , there exists a function  which is cofinal and 

, for each . Consider any . Then there exists  such that 

 for each  in . Let  be such that . Then 

 and hence . Also,  and hence . But 

, contradicting (1). 
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